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Many psychophysical and physiological experiments indicate that visual motion analysis and
stereoscopic depth perception are processed together in the brain. However, little computational
effort has been devoted to combining these two visual modalities into a common framework based
on physiological mechanisms. We present such an integrated model in this paper. We have
previously developed a physiologically realistic model for binocular disparity computation (Qian,
1994). Here we demonstrate that under some general and physiological assumptions, our stereo
vision model can be combined naturally with motion energy models to achieve motion-stereo
integration. The integrated model may be used to explain a wide range of experimental
observations regarding motion–stereo interaction. As an example, we show that the model can
provide a unified account of the classical Pulfrich effect (Morgan & Thompson, 1975) and the
generalized Pulfrich phenomena to dynamic noise patterns (Tyler, 1974; Fal~ 1980) and
stroboscopic stimuli (Burr & Ross, 1979). 01997 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Visual motion analysisand stereoscopicdepthperception
are among the most important and best studied of our
visual functions. There is increasing evidence indicating
that these two visual functionsare closely related and are
probably processed together in the brain. In primates,
binocular convergence (and hence disparity tuning) and
directional selectivity first appear in area VI (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1968;Poggio & Fischer, 1977).VI cells project
to area MT, where almost all neurons are directionally
selective (Albright, 1984). Most MT cells are also tuned
to binocular disparity (Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983;
Bradley et al., 1995).In fact, many individualV1 and MT
neurons exhibit both motion and disparity tuning. These
physiological properties are clearly reflected at the
behavioral level: psychophysical experiments indicate
that strong interaction exists between motion and
stereoscopic depth perception. For example, the motion
aftereffect is found to be contingent upon binocular
disparity (Regan & Beverley, 1973; Anstis & Hassis,
1974). Disparity-specific motion adaptation has been
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shownto significantlyreducemotion directionambiguity
in rotating stimuli (Nawrot & Blake, 1989). Binocular
disparity has also been found to facilitate transparent
motion perception (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Qian et
al., 1994a).

In view of the close relationship between motion and
stereo vision as revealed by both physiological and
psychophysical experiments, it is surprising that little
computationaleffort has been devoted to buildingunified
models for these two visual modalities. Many computa-
tional models for biological motion processing (Reich-
ardt, 1961; Hildreth, 1984; Watson & Ahumada, 1985;
van Santen & Sperling, 1985;Adelson & Bergen, 1985;
Heeger, 1987; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990) and stereo
vision (Marr & Poggio, 1976; Marr & Poggio, 1979;
Prazdny, 1985;Pollardet al., 1985;Sanger, 1988;Qian &
Sejnowski,1989;Yeshurun& Schwartz, 1989)havebeen
proposed,but few dealtwith these two visual functionsat
the same time.Althoughit is clear that at an abstract level
both motion and stereo vision can be formulated as
solving a correspondenceproblem (see Marr, 1982, for
example), this observation says little about how physio-
logically the two visual functions may be processed
together by a population of cells with both motion and
disparitytuning,and how the two modalitiesmay interact
with each other. In fact, the very notion of an explicit
correspondenceor matchingis non-physiological(see the
Discussion).
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In this paper we present an integratedmodel of motion
and stereopsis based on the receptive field properties of
real visual cells. We have recently developed a
physiologically realistic model for binocular disparity
computation and, for the first time, demonstrated that
broadly disparity-tuned units, modeled accurately after
real binocular cells in the visual cortex, can effectively
solve random dot stereograms (Qian, 1994). Here, we
demonstrate that under physiological assumptions our
stereo vision model can be combined naturally with
motion energy models (Watson & Ahumada, 1985;
Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling,
1985) to achieve motion–stereo integration. As an
application of the integrated model, we will show that
the model can provide a unified explanation of the
classical Pulfrich effect (Morgan & Thompson, 1975)
and its more recent generalizations to dynamic noise
patterns (Tyler, 1974; Falk, 1980) and stroboscopic
stimuli (Burr & Ross, 1979). The explanation works
equally well whether one assumes a temporal delay
(Mansfield& Daugman, 1978;Lennie, 1981;Cynader et
al., 1978; Carney et al., 1989) or a temporal stretching
(Kaufman & Palmer, 1990) in the neuronal responses
accompanying a luminance reduction.

STEREOVISION

One possible strategy for constructinga unifiedmodel
of motion and stereo vision is to examineexistingmodels
in these two categories and see if they can be combined
naturally.There are physiologicallyplausiblemodels for
motion detection, namely the motion energy models*
(Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985;
van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Emerson et al., 1992).
Until recently, most models of stereopsis, on the other
hand, cannotbe said to be trulybiological.Some (Marr &
Poggio, 1976, 1979;Prazdny, 1985;Pollard et al., 1985;
Qian & Sejnowski, 1989)require very sharply disparity-
tuned units and use explicit matching of fine image
features (see the Discussion). Others (Sanger, 1988;
Yeshurun & Schwartz, 1989) contain certain mathema-
tical operations (such as the explicit extraction of
complex phases of stimuli) that are unlikely to be
physiological.

We have recently proposed a physiologicallyrealistic
model for stereo vision (Qian, 1994).We briefly review
the model in this section. Our model is based on the
quantitative physiological studies of Freeman and cow-
orkers (Freeman & Ohzawa, 1990; Ohzawa et al., 1990;
DeAngelis et al., 1991). These investigators found that
the left and right spatial receptive field profiles of a
binocularsimplecell in cat’s primaryvisualcortex can be
described by two Gabor functions with the same

*Motion energy models were originally proposed based on human
visual psychophysics (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson &
Ahumada, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985). They were later
found to describe the behaviorof directionallyselective cells in the
primary visual cortex quite well (Emersonet al., 1992;Reid et al.,
1987;Snowdenet al., 1991).

Gaussian envelopes but different phase parameters in
the sinusoidal modulations. For horizontal disparity
computation, only the horizontal dimension of cells’
receptive fields is relevant. The left and right receptive
field profiles of a simple cell centered at x = Oare then
given by:

()f,(x) = exp -~ cos(w~x+ $$,) (2)

where a and u: are the Gaussianwidth and the preferred
(angular) spatial frequency of the receptive fields;@land
~, are the left and right phase parameters.

Freeman and coworkers (Freeman & Ohzawa, 1990;
Ohzawa et al., 1990)found that the response of a simple
cell can be determinedby first filtering,for each eye, the
retinal imageby the correspondingreceptivefieldprofile,
and then adding the two contributionsfrom the two eyes.
They further showed that the response of a complex cell
can be modeled by summing the squared outputs of a
quadraturepair of such simple cells. Through mathema-
tical analysis we found that under the assumption that
stimulus disparity D is significantly smaller than the
Gaussianwidth a of the receptivefields,the responseof a
model complex cell to the disparity is given by (Qian,
1994):

rc % C2[I(LJ:)12COS2($-% ‘3)
where

is the phase parameter difference between the left and
right receptive fields, c is a constant, and l~(w~)12is the
Fourier power of the stimuluspatch (under the receptive
field) at the preferred spatial frequency of the cell.
According to equation(3), the cell’spreferred disparityis
determined by its receptive field parameters as:
Dl,ref~ A@/w~. using this relationship we were able to
compute disparity maps from random dot stereograms
using a population of model complex cells without
employing any non-physiological procedures, such as
explicit matching of fine stimulus features (Qian, 1994).
Note that the periodic function in equation (3) is an
approximation under small D; our simulations indicate
that the side peaks of the cell’s disparity tuning curves
decay to zero as D increases.Also note that equation (3)
was derived without assuminga specificfunctional form
of’the stimuluspattern. With explicit assumptionsabout
the stimulus, accurate expressions of the complex cell
responsesfor all D values may be derived (Zhu & Qian,
1996).

It can also be shown that our stereo algorithm can be
extended to a more general class of receptive field
profiles than the Gabor functions (Qian & Zhu, 1995).
Specifically,we found that equation (3) can be derived
under the general assumptionthat the frequencytuningof
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the receptive field profiles is much sharper than the
frequency spectrum of the input stimulus, and that there
is a phase difference A@between the left and right
receptive field profiles.

MOTION-STEREO INTEGRATION

Since the quadrature pair construction of model
binocular complex cells (Ohzawa et al., 1990; Qian,
1994) is rather similar to that used previously in motion
energy models (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson &
Ahumada, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985), our
stereo algorithm can be combined naturally with motion
energy models into a unified framework. We have
previously demonstrated that such an integration can be
achieved by using the following binocular three-dimen-
sional (3D) spatiotemporalGabor filters* (Qian, 1994):

[ ,2 .2 .2 )

(f,(x,y, t) =exp –~ – ~ – <
x ~ 20; )

(Cos W:x+ W;y+ w:t + l%). (6)

where as and cm determine the sizes and the preferred
frequencies along the spatial and temporal dimensionsof
the receptive fields, and 41 and ~. are again the phase
parameters. Note that without the dependence on the
vertical spatial coordinate y and time t,these equations
will be reduced to equations (1) and (2) for disparity
computation discussed in the previous section. If, on the
other hand, the phase parameters are omitted, the filters
will become the standard Gabor functions with an
orientation in the spatiotemporal space that has been
used for motion computation (Adelson & Bergen, 1985;
Heeger, 1987;Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990). One therefore
expects that when these two elements are put together in
these equations as simple cell receptive field profiles,
they can be used to construct model complex cells with

*More generally, the m in the Gaussian may be replaced by a 3 x 3
covariance matrix.

l’Real temporal response functions are typically skewed with an
envelope having a longer decay time than rise time, while the
envelopes of Gabor functions are symmetrical Gaussianfunctions.
Also, unlike Gabor functions, zero-crossing intervals of real
temporal responses are not equally spaced.

$Here is an intuitive explanationof why the last term in equation (7)
gives the cell motionselectivity.Sincewe assumethat the receptive
fields are well tuned to spatiotemporalfrequencies (o:, $, o?), the
Fourier transform of the left receptive field, .ft(~~, UU,LL/),has
significant power only in a window centered around the point
(w:, w;,w;) in the frequencyspace. The magnitudeof the last term
in equation (7) depends on whether the motion constraint plane
defined by equation (8) goes through this window. As the image
velocity (Vx, Vy) changes, the constraint plane will be tilted in
different orientations, thus changing the value of the last term in
equation (7).

simultaneous disparity and motion selectivity. Our
previous analysis (Qian, 1994) and simulations (Qian et
al., 1994b)confirmthat this is indeed the case.

There is, however, one major problem with this
formulation:while the spatial receptive fields of cortical
simple cells can be modeled accurately by Gabor
functions (Marcelja, 1980; Daugman, 1985; Jones &
Palmer, 1987; Freeman & Ohzawa, 1990), the temporal
responses of the cells are clearly not Gabor-like~
(DeAngelis et al., 1993). The integrated model we
developed using spatiotemporal Gabor filters is, there-
fore, not completely physiologically realistic. We now
present a more general result demonstrating that our
previousapproach can be readily extended to encompass
the realistic spatiotemporal receptive field properties
found in the brain.

Let the left and the right receptive field profiles of a
binocularsimple cell be denotedbyj (x,y, t)and~, (x,y,
t). Under the assumptions that both of these receptive
fields are well tuned around the same spatial frequencies
(w~, w;), and that the main difference between the two
receptive fieldprofilesis a phase differenceA~, it can be
shownthat the complexcell response,constructedfrom a
quadraturepair of such simplecells, to a moving stimulus
of disparityD and imagevelocity (Vx,V_y)is given by (see
the Appendix):

(x, ,)12C+-$)l-c = C2Ii(d”Ld”

where

w: = –Wxvx– Wyvy (8)

is the familiar motion constraint (Watson & Ahumada,
1983), I (Wx, Wy, @ )1 is the F~urier amplitudeof the left
receptive field profile, and IZ(W~,w;)12is simply the
Fourierpower of the stimuluspatch at the cell’s preferred
frequencies.

Equation (7) indicates that a single step of quadrature
pair constructiongeneratesa model complexcell tuned to
both motion and binocular disparity. The A@dependent
cosine term determines the cell’s disparity tuning just as
in equation (3); it reaches maximum when D is equal to
A#I/w~. The last term determines the cell’s IIIOtiOII

sensitivity via spatiotemporal frequency selectivity just
as in motion energy models$ (Adelson & Bergen, 1985;
Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Heeger, 1987; Grzywacz &
Yuille, 1990). Note that the response of an individual
complex cell confounds motion and stereo information.
However, a population of cells with a wide range of
parameterscan form a distributedcoding of both types of
information simultaneously.For disparity computation,
we can look at the responses of a family of cells with
identical w!, w:, and w: but different A@(Qian, 1994).
Similarly, for velocity field computation we can use a
family of cells with constant AI#, but different
w:, w;, and w: (Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Heeger,
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FIGURE 1. A schematic drawing of the classical Pulfrich effect (top
view). A pendulum is oscillating back and forth in the frontoparallel
plane indicatedby the solid line. When a neutral densityfilter is placed
in front of the right eye, the pendulumappears to move in an elliptical
path in depth, as indicatedby the dashedline. The directionof rotation
in depth, marked by the arrows in the figure,will reverse if the neutral

density filter is placed in front of the left eye.

1987; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990). By holding A@at
different values, one could estimate velocity fields at
different depth planes.

We conclude that our rather generalassumptionsabout
a cell’s frequency tuning and the phase relationship
between the left and right receptive fields ensure that the
cell is tuned to both disparity and motion. These
assumptions are satisfied by the receptive field profiles
of real cells in the visual cortex (Freeman & Ohzawa,
1990; Ohzawa et al., 1990; DeAngelis et al., 1993).
Furthermore, our analysis shows how a population of
these cells may be used to extract both motion and
disparityinformationin the stimulus.We havepreviously
applied a special version of the above general model to
explain our psychophysical and physiological observa-
tions of disparity-specificmotion suppression (Qian et
al., 1994a,b; Qian & Andersen, 1994; Bradley et al.,
1995). We now show that the model can be used to
account for a family of psychophysical observations
related to the Pulfrich effect (Morgan & Thompson,
1975).

THE PULFRICHEFFECTS

The classical Pulfrich effect refers to the observation
that a pendulum oscillatingback and forth in the frontal
parallel plane appears to move along an ellipticalpath in

depth when a neutral density filter is placed in front of
one of the two eyes (Morgan & Thompson, 1975) (see
Fig. 1). It is known that by reducing the amount of light
reaching the covered retina, the filter causes a temporal
delay in the neuronal transmissionfrom that retina to the
cortex (Mansfield & Daugman, 1978; Lennie, 1981;
Cynader et al., 1978; Carney et al., 1989). The standard
explanation of this effect is that since the pendulum is
moving, the temporal delay for the covered eye
corresponds to a spatial displacement of the pendulum,
which produces a disparity between the two eyes and,
therefore, a shift in depth. This interpretation becomes
problematic, however, when it is observed that the
Pulfrich depth effect is present even with dynamic noise
patterns (Tyler, 1974; Falk, 1980), since there is no
coherent motion in these patterns to convert a temporal
delay into a spatial disparity. It was further discovered
that the effect is still present when a stroboscopic
stimulus is used, such that the two eyes never see an
apparentlymoving target at the same time (Burr & Ross,
1979) and therefore no conventionally defined spatial
disparityexists. It has been suggestedthat more than one
mechanism may be responsible for these phenomena
(Ross, 1974;Poggio & Poggio, 1984).Our mathematical
a!nalysesand computer simulationsindicate that all of the
alboveobservationscan be explained in a unifiedway by
our integrated model.

P’ul’ich pendulum

We first consider the original Pulfrich effect on an
oscillating pendulum. Unlike the standard explanation
discussedabove,we believe that the central issue is how a
population of neurons with both motion and disparity
selectivitywould treat a temporal delay along one of the
two ocular pathways as a binocular disparity. Consider
the case where a neutral densityfilter is placed in front of
the right eye and it introduces a temporal delay of At in
the responseof the right receptive field of binocuIarcells
in area V1 (Carneyet al., 1989;Gardneret al., 1985).For
a pendulumwith velocity (Vx,VY)and with zero disparity,
the complexcell response, constructedfrom a quadrature
pair of simple cells well tuned to spatiotemporal
frequencies (u!, w$, @ and with a phase parameter
difference Ad between the left and right receptive fields,
can be shown to be (see the Appendix):

‘C=c’l’(w:wi)l’cos
~.1

ix

1l;(%%~;)kkd~y2. (9)

o

where w; is a function of the pendulum velocity (V., VY)
and is given by the motionconstraintequation (8). As we
discussed above, the A@dependent cosine term deter-
mines the disparity tuning of the cell. We conclude, by
comparing equation (9) with equation (7), that for a
complex cell with preferred horizontal spatial frequency
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(a) x position of the pendulum
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FIGURE2. (a) The horizontalposition of the pendulumas a function
of time for one full cycle of oscillation. The pendulumfirst swings to
the right (positivex direction), it then reverses direction and moves to
the left, andfinallyit movesto the right again.The maximumspeedis 1
space pixel per time pixel. (b) The computedequivalentdisparity as a
functionof horizontalpositionand time [see (a)]. The data points from
the simulation are shown as small solid circles. Lines are drawn from
the data points to the x–t plane in order to indicate the spatiotemporal
location of each data point.A time delay of 4 pixels is assumedfor the
right receptive fieldsof all the modelcells. The pendulumhas negative
equivalent disparity (and therefore is seen as closer to the observer)
when it is moving to the right and has positive equivalent disparity
(further away from the observer) when it is moving to the left. The
projectionof the 3D plot onto the d–x plane forms a closedpath similar

to the ellipse in Fig. 1.

w: and temporal frequencyw:, the effect of an interocular
time delay At is equivalent to a binocular disparity of*

(lo)

In other words, the complex cell will respond to a
interocular time delay as if there were a real binocular
disparity in the input stimulus. For the family of cells
with different A@that code the disparity of a stimulus
(Qian, 1994), they would not be able to tell whether their
pattern of activity is caused by an actual binocular
disparityor an interoculartime delay.The ratio of the two
preferred frequencies in equation (10) is approximately
equal to the preferred horizontal velocity of the cell
(Watson & Ahumada, 1983). Cells with different
preferred velocity will therefore treat a given time delay
as different equivalent disparities. It is reasonable to
assume that the perception is determined by the

*Note that equation (10) can be obtainedvery easily under the special
case of using 3D spatiotemporal Gabor filters [equations (5) and
(6)] as receptive field profiles. Our derivation shownhere is much
more general.

equivalentdisparitiesof the most responsivecells in the
population.As the oscillatingpendulumis going through
different velocities, different groups of cells with
appropriatepreferred temporal to spatialfrequency ratios
will be maximally activated, generating different per-
ceived depths according to equation (10). In particular,
for the two opposite directions of motion of the
pendulum, cells tuned to the opposite directions (and
thus with opposite signs of w!) will be optimally
activated, generating disparities of opposite signs.
Finally, when the neutral density filter is used to cover
the left eye insteadof the righteye, the left ocular input to
a binocularcell will be lagged behind the right input and
this is equivalent to having a negative time delay At in
equation(10). Consequently,the pendulumwill appear to
rotate in the opposite direction in depth. These results
explain the observedbehavior of Pulfrich’s pendulum.

We have also performed some computer simulations
for verifying our mathematical analyses. We ignore the
unimportantvertical spatial dimensionand consideronly
the horizontal spatial dimension and time dimension in
the simulations.An example of our simulation is shown
in Fig. 2, where an oscillatingpendulum with trajectory

400. 7r
()

~=— —
T ‘ln4oot (11)

is considered. The units of both space x and time tare
pixels. The maximum velocity of the pendulum is
therefore 1 spacepixelper time pixel.The spatiotemporal
representationof the pendulumin one full cycle is shown
in Fig. 2(a). The pendulum first swings to the right
(positive x direction), it then reverses direction and
movesto the left, and finallyit movesto the rightagain.A
periodic boundary condition is used along the time axis
(i.e., thex-t plot of a full stimulusperiodwraps around in
time so that the stimulusis equivalentto one that extends
to infinitetimes) in the simulationto eliminatethe “edge”
effect. The left and right retinal images of the pendulum
are identical.The neutraldensityfilterin front of the right
eye is assumedto introducea time delay of 4 pixels in the
temporal responses of the model cells’ right receptive
fields. The computed equivalent disparity d at each
spatiotemporallocationof the pendulumis shown in Fig.
2(b). It can be seen from the figure that when the
pendulum is moving to the right (left), the computed
equivalentdisparityis negative (positive), indicatingthat
the pendulum appears closer to (further away from) the
observer, in agreement with the perception. The projec-
tion of the 3D plot onto the d–x plane forms a closed path
similar to the ellipsein depth in Fig. 1 (noticethat d andx
are plotted with different scales in Fig. 2).

The detailsof our simulationsare as follows. Since our
theoretical results [equations (7), (9) and (10)] demon-
strate that the exact forms of receptive field profiles are
not important so long as they satisfy some general
properties, we used spatiotemporal Gabor filters for
receptive field profiles in our simulations for conveni-
ence. For each pendulum position, the equivalent
disparity was computed with 24 model binocular
complex cells with their receptive fields centered at that
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position and with their Ad parameter evenly distributed
in [–n,rc]. The maximum responseof the cell population
was located through a parabolic interpolation and the
interpolated A@parameter was divided by w: to obtain
the equivalentdisparity (Qian, 1994).The total preferred
frequency of all cells, defined as

@:)2+(4)2>
was fixed at 7rfi/16 radianlpixel, and the preferred
temporal to spatial frequency ratio was set to the
instantaneous velocity of the pendulum. The Gaussian
widths OXand at of all cells’ receptivefieldswere equal to
16 pixels. The simulation resultswere not very sensitive
to the parameters of the model cells; the only essential
requirement is that the preferred spatial frequency w!
shouldbe small enoughsuch that the expectedequivalent
disparityfalls in the range of [–m/@, m/w~](Qian, 1994;
Zhu & Qian, 1996). For example, we obtained nearly
identical results when the total preferred frequency was
scaled up and the receptive field size scaled down by a
factor of 4. All simulations were performed on a Sun
SPARCstation 10.

The generalized Pulfrich effect to arbitraiy spatiotem-
poral patterns

The result in equation (10) can be generalized to an
arbitrary spatiotemporalstimulus,which may or may not
contain any coherent motion. Again, assume that a
neutral density filter introducesa temporal delay of At in
the responseof the right receptivefieldof binocularcells.
The complex cell response, constructed from a quad-
rature pair of simple cells well tuned to spatiotemporal
frequencies (w:, w~, w:) and with a phase differenceA~
between the left and right receptivefields,to the stimulus
is approximately (see the Appendix):

Ill
cc

1
2

[j(wx>wy> wt)ldwxdwydwt . (12)

o

This expressionis identical to equation (9), except that
here the integration in the last term is carried over both
spatial and temporal frequencies and the motion
constraint equation (8) is not required, since we do not
assume any coherent motion in the stimulus. The
equivalent disparity for this cell, which is determined
by the Ad dependentcosine term in the aboveexpression,
is therefore also given by equation (10). Thus, for any
stimulus that can significantly excite cells tuned to
frequencies (w:, w~,w!), an interocular time delay is
equivalentto a binoculardisparitygivenby equation(10)
from the cells’ point of view.

The above result can explain the observation that the
Pulfrich effect is still present when viewing flickering
dynamic random noise patterns on a monitor screen
instead of an oscillating pendulum (Tyler, 1974; Falk,
1980). There are two aspects in this phenomenon that

need to be explained:when a time delay is introducedby
a neutral density filterplaced in front of the right eye, (1)
the originalflat noisepattern appears to have depthsboth
in front of and behind the monitor screen; and (2) the
frcmtsurface appears to move to the right and the back
surface appears to move to the left, even though the
original noise pattern does not have any clear motion in
either direction.The first aspect can be explained by the
fact that the noisepatternhas a broad spatialand temporal
frequency spectrum. It can thus drive a wide range of
cellls,includingthose tuned to either positive or negative
temporal frequencies. Consequently,the pattern appears
to have depths both behind and in front of the screen,
according to equation (10). In addition, since the cells
with positive and negative temporal frequency prefer-
ences, which are responsible for the perception of the
back and front surfaces, are tuned to the left and right
directions of motion, respectively, the back surface
should therefore appear to move to the left and the front
surface to the right. Thisexplainsthe secondaspect of the
phenomenon.

An example of our computer simulations with the
dynamic noise patterns is shown in Fig. 3. The
spatioternporal representation of the noise pattern at a
fixedy positionis given in Fig. 3(a). The two eyes see the
same pattern and a time delay of 4 pixels is assumed for
the rightreceptivefieldsof the modelcells. Becausethere
is no coherent motion trajectory in the dynamic noise
pattern, we cannot use the same format as in Fig. 2(b) to
di~iplaythe simulation results. Instead, we consider a
given spatiotemporal location and compute the equiva-
lent disparities at this location using several different
families of complex cells. Cells in the same family have
identical spatiotemporalfrequency tuning (and therefore
preferred horizontal velocity) but with their phase
parameter differences uniformly distributed in [–z,z].
Different cell families are tuned to different horizontal
velocities.An equivalentdisparityis computedfrom each
cell family* and the resultsfrom 11 differentfamilies are
shown in Fig. 3(b). In this figure, the preferred horizontal
velocity of each cell family is represented by an arrow,
and the corresponding equivalent disparity reported by
the family is indicated by the vertical position of the
arrow. It is clear from the figurethat cell families tuned to
different preferred horizontal velocities report different
equivalentdisparities,as predicted by equation (10).

In our simulation of the oscillating pendulum con-
sidered in the previous subsection,we assumed that at a

—
*Tilesimulationprocedureis the same as that for the pendulum,except

that a spatial pooling step is added when computingcomplex cell
responses(Zhu& Qian, 1996).This poolingstep doesnotmake any
difference for simple input stimuli such as the pendulum,while it
greatly improvesthe reliabilityof disparitytuningto stimulisuch as
the noise pattern, whose Fourier phase is not a smooth function of
the frequencies [see the Appendix of Zhu & Qian (1996)]. The
inclusionof the poolingstep in computingcomplex cell responses
is well justified by the physiologicalobservationthat the receptive
field sizes of complexcells are somewhatlarger than that of simple
cells at the same eccentricity (Zhu & Qian, 1996).
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FIGURE3. (a) The spatiotemporal representationof a dynamic noise
pattern. Each dot has a size of 1 spatial pixel and remains for 1 time
pixel before its polarity is randomly reassigned with 0.5 probability.
(b) The computed equivalent disparities with 11 families of complex
cells. A time delay of 4 pixels is assumed for the right receptive fields
of all the model cells. The preferred horizontal velocity of each cell
family is indicated by an arrow and the corresponding equivalent
disparityreportedby that family is representedby the vertical distance
from the zero disparitypoint.The longestarrowsin the figurerepresent

a speed of 1 space pixel per time pixel.

given instant, the perceived disparity is given by the cell
family whose preferred velocity matches that of the
pendulum. This is a reasonable assumptionbecause the
cells in this family are maximally activated.On the other
hand, the dynamic noise pattern considered here has a
very broad frequency spectrum and consequently, cells
tuned to different spatiotemporalfrequencies(velocities)
are about equally activated. One therefore cannot easily
determinethe equivalentdisparityreportedby which cell
family dominates the perception, and the different
disparities reported by different cell families must be
simultaneously present in our perception. This is
consistentwith our informalobservationthat the Pulfrich
effect with the dynamic noise stimulus is not as clear as
that with a pendulum, and that the noise appears to
revolve in a volume rather than on a thin surface.
However, a bias toward a particular disparity may be
generated by the distribution of the numbers of cells in
the cortex tuned to different velocities.

It is also important to note that even without the

temporal delay, the original dynamic noise pattern has a
broad spatial and temporal frequency spectrum and
therefore should activate cells tuned to all directions of
motion.The pattern,however,doesnot appearto move in
any directionbecause there is a suppressionstage in the
motion pathway at which motion energies from different
directions locally inhibit each other (Qian & Andersen,
1994;Snowden et al., 1991).The introductionof a time
delay causes motion signals for the left and right
directions to appear in different disparity channels (as
defined by the A@ parameter). Since the inhibition
between opposite directions of motion is disparity
specific (Qian et al., 1994a; Qian & Andersen, 1994;
Bradley et al., 1995), the left and right motion signals at
the front and back surfaces no longer cancel each other
and net motion on each surface is therefore perceived.

The Pul’ich effect with stroboscopicstimuli

Our model can explain another interestingvariation of
the Pulfrich effect reported by Burr & Ross (1979) (see
also Morgan, 1975; and Ross & Hogben, 1975). In their
experiments,a spot of light is shown stroboscopicallyon
a sequence of horizontal locations at regular time
intervals (~). The two eyes see the same sequence of
the light spotundergoingapparentmotion, except the left
eye’s version is delayedwith respect to the right eye by a
small amount (dt).Since the delay & is smaller than the
time interval~, the two eyes never see any spot of light at
the same time. There is therefore no spatial disparity,
defined in the usual sense, present in the stimulusat any
time. However, the Pulfrich depth is perceived as if the
light spot were moving continuously instead of strobo-
scopically. It has been suggested that the missing
intermediate positions of the light spot are first
reconstructedby the brain and then the stereo mechanism
works on the reconstructedversionof the display(Poggio
& Poggio, 1984;Burr, 1979).The observedeffect can be
explained naturally and almost trivially by our model
without introductionof any additional assumptions.Our
model does not assumean explicit spatialdisparityin the
stimulusat any given time but relies on responsesof cells
with spatiotemporalreceptive fields. Since the temporal
response functions of the primary visual cortical cells
have a width of about 100-200 msec, much larger than
the time delay & (less than 2 msec) used in the
experiments, there is a substantial overlap between the
temporal responses of the left and right receptive fields
and equation (12) remains valid for the stroboscopic
stimuli.

It is also interesting to note that Burr & Ross (1979)
reported that with their experimental paradigm, the
Pulfrich depth effect is clearly observed only when the
time interval (z) of the apparent motion is smaller than
200 msec. This can be explained by the fact that a
significantportionof the temporalresponseprofilesof VI
cells is typically less than 200 msec (Hamilton et al.,
1989; DeAngelis et al., 1993). When ~ is larger than
200 msec, these cells are no longer sensitive to the
apparentmotionof the stimulus,althoughthe observeras
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a whole may still see the motion using some higher level
long-rangemotionmechanisms.Consequently,similar to
the case with the noise patterns discussedin the previous
subsection, cells tuned to different velocities report
differentequivalentdisparitiesand no particulardisparity
dominatesthe perception.The Pulfricheffect shouldthus
be much weaker when r is larger than 200 msec or the
effect may not even be observable because in the
paradigm used by Burr & Ross (1979) there is only a
single dot present intermittentlyinstead of many dots in
the noise pattern.

We have performed computer simulations with the
stroboscopic stimuli. An example is shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4(a) is the spatiotemporal representation of the
stroboscopicdot patterns presented to the left and right
eyes. Each dot lasts for 1 time pixel, the time interval (z)
of the apparent motion is 50 pixels, and the time delay
between the two eyes’ views is 4 pixels. Note that here
the interocular time delay is generated electronically in
the patterns presented to the two eyes (Burr & Ross,
1979)insteadof by a neutral densityfilter.As can be seen
from the figure,at any instantof time, only one of the two
eyes sees a dot. The computed equivalent disparity is
shown in Fig. 4(b). The result is rather similar to the case
of continuousmotion in Fig. 2. The simulationprocedure
is same as that used in Fig. 2. Again, the results are not
very sensitiveto the cell parametersused. However,here
one should use model cells with large enough spatio-
temporal receptive fields so that they are sensitiveto the
apparent motion in the stimulus.

Additivity of time delay and real dispari~
There is yet another aspect of the Pulfrich effect that

can be explainedby our model. It has been found that the
perceived depth caused by temporal delay combines
additively with actual disparity in the experimental
paradigm of Burr & Ross [see also Julez & White
(1969) for similar results with a different paradigm]. It
can be shown that when there is both a real disparityD
and a temporal delay At present, the cosine term in
equation (12) will become:

(Ad w~D w~At
COS2— —— ——

)22 2’
(13)

and the equivalent disparity is thus given by:

d z D + $At.
x

(14)

Therefore, the effects of real disparity D and of the
interocular time delay At enhance or cancel each other
additively depending on their signs.

An intuitive explanationof the Pulfiich effects
The central idea in our above explanations of the

various Pulfrich-like phenomena is the equivalence
between an interocular time delay and a binocular
disparity from the visual cortical cells’ point of view.
The details of our formal mathematicaldemonstrationof
this equivalence is given in the Appendix. Here we
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FIGURE 4. (a) The spatiotemporal representation of a stroboscopic
pendulum. The two sets of dots are the left and right eyes’ views,
respectively. The time delay between the two sets of dots (4 time
pixels) and the duration of each dot (1 time pixel) are exaggerated in
the drawing for the purpose of illustration. (b) The computed
equivalentdisparity at each dot location, presented in the same format
as in Fig. 2. The result is very similar to the continuouscase shownin

Fig. 2.

provide an intuitive explanation. Figure 5 shows
schematically the left and right receptive field profiles
of three simple cells. The left receptive fieldsof all three
cells are exactly the same while their right receptive
fields differ. The right receptive field of the cell in Fig.
5(a) is identical to its left receptive field (notice the
reference crosses are centered on the grey areas of both
receptive fields). Therefore, a complex cell constructed
from a quadraturepair of such simple cells should prefer
zero disparity.In contrast, the right receptive field of the
cell in Fig. 5(b) is phase shifted with respect to the left
receptive field, and this generates a horizontal displace-
ment of the right receptive field (notice the different
relative position of the grey area with respect to the
cress). The correspondingcomplex cell should therefore
pre:fera non-zerodisparity.Finally, the cell in Fig. 5(c) is
the same cell shown in Fig. 5(b) except that its right
receptive fieldhas now been delayed in time (i.e., shifted
upwards)dueto a neutral density filterplaced in front of
the right eye. The importantthing to notice is that, due to
the: space–time slant, this time delay also creates an
apparent horizontal shift of the excitatory and inhibitory
regions of the right receptive field at a given time which
cancels the effect of the phase shift in Fig. 5(b) (notice
now the cross is again centered on the grey area). Since
the; disparity tuning of a cell is determined by the
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FIGURE 5. Schematic drawings of three simple cells’ left and right
spatiotemporal receptive field profiles, illustrating the approximate
equivalence of an interocular temporal delay to a binocular disparity.
The grey and white lobes represent excitatoryand inhibitorysubfields,
respectively. The rectangular frames and the crosses inside are drawn
for facilitating comparisonsbetween different profiles.(a) The left and
right receptive profiles are exactly identical. (b) The left profile is
identical to that in (a), while the right profile has been phase shifted
(notice the relative position of the grey area to the cross). The phase
shift generates a horizontal offset between the left and right receptive
fieldmodulations.(c) The Ieft profile is identical to that in (b) while the
rightprofilehas been delayed(shiftedupwards)in time. The time delay
also generates an apparent horizontal offset between the left and right
receptive field modulations,which cancels the effect of the phase shift

in (b).

horizontal relationship between the left and right
receptive fields, the corresponding complex cell in Fig.
5(c) should be tuned to zero disparityjust like the,cell in
Fig. 5(a). We therefore conclude that”a complex cell
originally tuned to a non-zero disparity may prefer zero
disparity when an appropriate intgrocular time delay is

introduced. When such a cell is activated it does not
“know”whether (1) the stimulushas a non-zerodisparity
or (2) the stimulus has zero disparity and there is an
interocular time delay.

To determine the how much horizontal shift is
generated by a given temporal delay, we first draw
auxiliary lines through the center of the excitatory and
inhibitory subregions of a given receptive field profile
[see Fig. 6(a)]. The horizontal and vertical distances
between two adjacent lines (indicated by the two thin
short lines) are approximately equal to the preferred
spatial period A.(= 27r/w~) and temporal period
At(= 27r/@) of the cell. Now suppose a time delay of
Atis introducedsuch that the new receptivefieldprofileis
marked by the dashed lines, as in Fig. 6(b). It is obvious
that the horizontal shift d generated by the time delay is
given by

d = ;At = ~At.
t w:

This is exactly what we derived in equation (10).

Positional shift vs phase-parameterdifference

The binocular cell model proposed by Freeman et al.
(Ohzawa et al., 1990; Freeman & Ohzawa, 1990;
DeAngelis et al., 1991) assumes that the left and right
receptive field profiles of a given cell have the same
envelopes (on the corresponding left and right retinal
locations) but different phase parameters for the
excitatory/inhibitorymodulations within the envelopes.
An alternative is that there may be an overall shift (for
both the envelopes and modulations) between the two
profiles(Bishopet al., 1971;Maske et al., 1984;Wagner
& Frost, 1993). The third and most general model
assumes that the two profiles differ by both an overall
positional shift and a phase-parameterdifference for the
modulations(DeAngeliset al., 1995;Zhu & Qian, 1996).
Althoughthere are subtle differencesbetween them (Zhu
& Qian, 1996),we have shown previously (Zhu & Qian,
1996) that our stereo vision model (Qian, 1994) works
equaily well under all three possibilities. In this
subsection we show that the main conclusions in this
paper are not affected by the different choices of
receptive field models either.

It is sufficientto consider the most general case where
the left and right receptive field profiles of a simple cell
differby both an overallhorizontalpositionalshiftAxand
a phaseparameterdifferenceAd. It can be shown(see the
Appendix) that equation (7) (the response of a complex
cell constructedfrom a quadraturepair of simplecel’lsto
a stimuluswith both motion and disparity)shouldnow be
written as:

.l~s~,like,equation (7), the cell is tuned to both disparity
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FIGURE 6. A geometric explanation of equation (10). (a) Lines are
drawn through the central ridges of the excitatory and inhibitory
regions of a receptive field profile. The horizontal and vertical
distances between these lines (indicated by the short thin lines in the
figure) are approximatelyequal to the preferred spatiaf and temporal
periodsof the cell. (b) If the receptivefieldprofileis nowdelayedby At
in time (i.e., shifted upwards) as indicated by the dotted lines, an

apparent horizontal shift of d is also introduced.

and motion. The disparity tuning of the cell is now
determined by both Ax and A+, and the preferred

~~disparity’is given by DP,ef= Ax+ A@/w~.The motion
selectivity of the cell is still determined by its
spatiotemporal frequency tuning. Thus, our previous
conclusion of using a population of complex cells to
recover stimulus motion and disparity simultaneously
remains valid.

It can also be shownthatwith the hybrid receptivefield

(b)Computedequivalentdisparity
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FIGURE 7. (a) The spatiotemporal representation of an oscillating
pendulumsame as in Fig. 2(a). (b) The computedequivalentdisparity,
presented in the same format as in Fig. 2, when a temporal stretch
factor k = 1.1 is introduced for the right receptive fields of all the
model cells. The results are very similar to those generated by a

temporal delay of 4 pixels in Fig. 2(b).

model, equation (9) for the Pulfrich effect becomes:

‘c=’21’(w:w:)12cos2Ao+;:&-%)
p

cc

1[i(Q@J,>~;)kb@J,2. (16)

o

Again, by comparingequations(15) and (16) we find that
an interocular time delay At is equivalent to a binocular
disparity as indicated by equation (10). Similar argu-
ments apply to the generalized Pulfrich effects with the
noise patterns and the stroboscopicstimuli. Our conclu-
sions on the Pulfrich effects thus remain the same.

~?mporalstretching vs temporal delay

In our aboveexplanationsof the Pulfrich-likephenom-
ena, we have assumed that the effect of a neutral density
filkerplaced in front of one eye is to introduce a time
delay in neuronal responsesof the cells’ receptive fields
in that eye. There is considerableexperimental evidence
supporting this assumption (Mansfield & Daugman,
197g; ~nnie, 1981; Cynader et al., 1978; Carney et

ai!., 1989). However, a recent study by Kaufman &
Palmer (1990) suggests that this assumption may be an
oversimplification.Specifically,these investigatorsfound
th~atattenuating the luminance of the input stimulus
causes a temporal “stretching”, not a pure delay, of the
spatiotemporal receptive fields of simple cells. Thus,
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although the peak response is delayed, the effect of the
filtercannotbe simplycharacterizedby shiftingthe cells’
temporal response profiles. We show here that the
Pulfrich effects can also be explained by the temporal
stretching.

Let the left and the right receptive field profiles of a
binocular simple cell be denoted by fi(x,y, t) and~r(x,y,
t). Assume that the effect of the neutral density filter
placed in front of the right eye is to stretch the right
receptive field with respect to the t = Opoint by a factor
of k > 1 along the time axis. It can then be shown(see the
Appendix) that the complex cell response to a moving
stimuluswith disparityD is given by:

replaced by the temporal stretching. An example is
shown in Fig. 7, where the neutral density filterplaced in
front of the right eye is assumedto introducea stretching
factor of k = 1.1. The stretching is relative to the t = O
point which is set at 2.50 to the left of the Gaussian
center. This particular value of k was chosen because it
generates a shift of 4 time pixels between the Gaussian
centersof the left and right receptivefieldsand, therefore,
its effect is likely to match that of the 4 pixel temporal
delay in Fig. 2. All the other parameters in the two
simulations are identical. We conclude, based on the
similarityof the two figures, that the temporal stretching
can explain the Pulfrich effects just as well as the

‘@c21@Q’02[(’-”)2+-2(*-)1IJw:D ACI m -—
2–2 1Iti(w>%,w;)kbdq2.(17)

o

where

and

(19)

The arg function representsthe phase angle of a complex
quantity. As before, the Ad dependent cosine term
determines the disparity tuning of the cell. Even when
there is no real disparity in the stimulus (D = O), the
temporal stretching (k > 1) produces an equivalent
disparity of

#&a
- w:

(20)

This relationprovidesthe theoreticalbasis of the Pulfrich
effect under the assumption of temporal stretching.
Equation (20) also holds for the generalized Pulfrich
effects to the random noise patterns and the stroboscopic
stimuli. Obviously,when there is no temporal stretching
(k= 1), we have r = 1 and Aa = O, and the equivalent
disparity is zero.

It can be shown that for the Gabor filters,equation(20)
can be reduced to a form similar to equation (10):

(21)

where At is the difference between the Gaussian center
locations of the left and the (stretched) right receptive
fields along the time axis. For the Gabor filterswith their
Gaussian envelopes centered at t = O, stretching with
respect to t = Owill not change the center location, and
therefore these filters will not generate the Pulfrich
effects. However, these filters are non-causal and they
never exist in the real brain.

We have also performed computer simulationssimilar
to that shown in Fig. 2, but with the temporal delay

temporal delay. When all the other parameters are fixed,
larger values of k generate larger equivalent disparities.
For large k, however, the curve in Fig. 7(b) will become
somewhat less smooth than the corresponding curve in
Fig. 2(b) (resultsnot shown)because the stretchingof the
right receptive field causes a mismatch of the preferred
spatial frequencies of the left and right receptive fields,
which in turn makes the model complex cells somewhat
less independentof the stimulusFourier phases.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have developed an integrated model
of motion and stereo vision using physiologicalproper-
ties of real binocular cells. Specifically,we have shown
that under the general assumptionthat the left and right
receptive fieldsof a binocular simple cell are well tuned
to the same spatiotemporalfrequencies,and that the main
difference between the two receptive fields is a phase
difference andlor a positional shift, the model complex
cell constructed from a quadrature pair of such simple
cells are tuned to both motion and binocular disparity.
We have derived an explicit expression for the complex
cell responses as a function of the cell parameters [see
equation (7)]. The expression shows that the cell’s
preferred spatiotemporal frequencies determine its mo-
tion selectivity, while the phase difference (and/or
positional shift) and the preferred horizontal spatial
frequency determine its disparity tuning. Therefore, by
using a population of cells with their preferred frequen-
cies and phase differences (and/or positional shift)
covering a wide range, one could estimate the stimulus
velocity and disparity simultaneously.

To our knowledge, our model is among the first
integrated models of motion and stereopsisbased solely
on physiologicalmechanisms. On the other hand, there
have been many psychophysicalobservationson motion–
stereo interaction.It is, therefore, interestingto apply our
model to explain these observations.We have previously
employed a special version of the model to explain the
disparity facilitation of transparentmotion perception in
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paired dot patterns (Qian et al., 1994a,b).In thispaperwe
applied the model to explain a family of the Pulfrich-like
phenomena. The depth illusion in these phenomena are
all created by an interocular time delay produced either
electronically or through a neutral density filter. The
visual patterns used, however, are quite different in
different experiments. It has been suggested previously
that differentneuralmechanismsmightbe responsiblefor
these phenomena. Our analysis demonstrates that they
can all be explained in a unified way by our motion–
stereo model. We also considered the possibilitythat the
effect of the neutral density filter may be a temporal
stretching instead of a pure delay and showed that the
Pulfrich effects can be explainedjust as well.

There is a fundamental difference between our
explanation and the standard explanationof the Pulfrich
effect. The standardexplanationassertsthat the motionof
the pendulum converts an interocular time delay into a
real binocular disparity in the stimulus.According to this
view, the Pulfrich effect is a stereo problem in disguise,
and any purely stereo vision algorithm can explain the
illusion. No temporal aspects need to be included in the
algorithm. Indeed, if there were only stereo mechanisms
but no motion mechanisms in the brain, or if the motion
and stereo were processed in completely separate neural
pathways, the Pulfrich illusionwould stillbe predictedby
the standard explanation. Our explanation, on the other
hand, does not assume any physical disparity in the
stimulus, but instead makes the equivalence between an
interocular time delay and a binocular disparity at the
level of neuronal responses. Because of this, it is
necessary that our model includes the temporal aspect
of neuronal responses.The model relies on the fact that,
based on the known spatiotemporal properties of real
binocularcells in the brain, these cells cannotdistinguish
an interocular time delay from a binocular disparity.The
two explanationsare equivalentfor the classicalPulfrich
pendulumeffect. However, the standardexplanationfails
to explain the generalized Pulfrich effects to dynamic
noise patterns and stroboscopicstimuli, while our model
can explain these variations almost trivially. For the
dynamicnoise patterns the standardexplanationdoes not
work because there is simply no coherent motion to
convert a time delay into a real disparity in the stimuli.
One mightargue that randomcorrespondencein the noise
pattern may provide the required motion signal. This
argument is non-physiological,however, since a typical
cell will contain in its receptive fields many noisy dots
and cannot be said to detect a particular random
correspondencewhile ignoringmany others (see below).
Our model explains this phenomenon naturally without
any additionalassumptionsbecause the model is built on
units with spatiotemporal frequency tuning. Dynamic
noise patterns have a broad spatiotemporalspectrumand
can excite these units, and, therefore, the effect should
still be present. For the stroboscopicstimuli, the standard
explanation fails because at any given time, only one of
the two eyes sees a stimuIus and therefore there is
absolutely no disparity present in the stimulus at any

time. A purely stereo vision algorithmwould predkt no
dlepth in this case. Again, our model explains this
phenomenon naturally without any additional assump-
tions because the temporal response properties of the
units automatically“fill in” the time gaps in the stimuli.

We would like to emphasize the generality of our
results as our derivations(see the Appendix) do not rely
cln any specific functional forms of the cell’s receptive
field profiles.Instead,we only made some rather general
assumptions about cells’ properties. We discuss two of
these assumptions here in more detail. The first is the
quadrature pair method for constructing complex cells
from simple cells. This method was first used in motion
energy models (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson &
Ahumada, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985). It was
later adopted to model disparity sensitive complex cells
by Ohzawa et al. (1990). The mathematicaljustification
of using the quadraturepair constructionas a method of
getting phase-independentdisparity tuning was given by
Qian (1994). Although there is no direct evidence
supporting this construction, Freeman and coworkers
(Ohzawa et al., 1990;Freeman& Ohzawa, 1990) found
that this method models the responses of binocular
c:omplexcells quite well. Therefore, even if the brain
cloes not literally use the method for constructing
c:omplex cells, it is valid as a phenomenological
clescriptionof complex cell responses. We would like
to point out that just as in the case of stereo vision (Qian,
1.994),the quadraturepair method is not an indispensable
part of our motion–stereomodel either. To go from the
simplecell response [equation(A19)] to the complex cell
response [equation (A23)] in the Appendix, one can
simplysumup the squaredresponsesof many simplecells
with their receptive field Fourier phases (Bf)uniformly
covering the entire range of 2rc. One can even replace
some of these simple cells with a set of properly aligned
LGN center–surroundcells so that the resultingcomplex
cell is constructedfromamixtureof simpleandLGNcells.

The second assumption that warrants further discus-
sion is that the frequency tuningof simple cells are much
sharper than the Fourier spectra of the retinal images.
This assumptionis usedwhen we go from equation(A18)
to equation (A19). This is usually a good assumption
because the natural environment is rich in complex
textures and sharp boundaries.However, in the rare case
when the visual system is looking at a sine wave grating
this assumption is clearly violated. In general, if the
retinal image has a Fourier spectrum much sharper than
tlhe frequency tuning of the cells, the equations we
dlerived[equations(3, 7,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and
20)] still maintain their forms but w!,W$and w: in these
equationsshould now represent the dominant spatiotem-
poral frequencies of the image instead of the preferred
frequencies of the cells. The preferred disparity and
velocityof a given cell will thusbe different for different
stimulus frequencies. Consequently,if one uses a single
family of cells at a fixed frequency scale to estimate
stimulus disparity and velocity, the results will not be
accurateunless the dominantstimulusfrequenciesmatch
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the preferred frequenciesof the cells.This, however,does
not pose a serious problem for the real visual system,
except for the stimuluswith very high or low frequencies
(see the next paragraph), because the brain containscells
tuned to a wide range of frequenciesand the cellswith the
highest responses are those whose preferred frequencies
do match those of the stimuli.

Based on the above discussion,we can also determine
how the predicted disparity by the model deviates from
the actual values for sinusoidalstimuliwith very high or
low spatial frequencies. We consider the model with
either the phase-parameter based or the position-shift
based receptive field profiles (Zhu & Qian, 1996). If the
phase-parameterbased receptivefielddescriptionis used,
themodelpredictsthat the disparitiesof thosegratingswith
very highspatialfrequencieswill be underestimated,while
those with very low frequencies will be overestimated.
The deviation will be more significant for the gratings
with spatial frequencies further away from the main
tuning range of the visual cortical cells. On the other
hand, the position-shift based algorithm should always
give the actuaI disparity value of the stimuli (within one
spatial period of the gratings) because their preferred
disparity is given by the shift parameter ~, independent
of the stimulus frequencies. This result provides an
opportunityfor distinguishingthe two types of receptive
field descriptionsvia visual psychophysicalexperiments.

Two additionaltestablepredictionscan be made, based
on our theoretical results. First, we predict that the
response of a binocular cell to an interocular time delay
can be approximately matched by a binocular disparity
according to equation (10). To test this prediction, one
can first measure a cell’s tuning curves to binocular
disparity and to interocular time delay, then measure the
preferred spatial frequency (w!) and temporal frequency
(w!) of the same cell, and finally examine if the two
tuning curves are related to each other by the scaling
factor w~/w~ along the horizontal axis. The second
prediction is also based on equation (10). The equation
predicts that cells with different preferred spatial to
temporal frequency ratios will, by themselves, “report”
different apparent Pulfrich depths for a given temporal
delay. If we assume that the perceived depth corresponds
to the disparitiesreported by the most responsivecells in
a population (or by the population average of all cells
weighted by their responses), then the perceived Pulfrich
depth should vary according to equation (10) as we
selectively excite different populationsof cells by using
stimuli with different spatial and temporal frequency
contents. This prediction is particularly interestingwhen
stimuliwithout coherent motion are used. Note that both
predictions cannot be readily made by the standard
explanationof the Pulfrich effect because it says nothing
about the neurons in the brain.

Both motion detection and stereo vision have been
formulated as solving a correspondenceproblem in the
past. Algorithmsbased on this view often rely on explicit
matching of fine image features in successiveframes (for
motion) or in the left and right images (for stereopsis).

This explicitmatchingprocedure,however, is unlikely to
be physiological because the receptive field sizes of
typical cells in the visual cortex are larger than the fine
image features, such as a dot or a zero-crossing in a
random dot stereogram.Indeed, even the cells in monkey
foveal striate cortex have a receptive field size of about
0.1 deg (Dow et al., 1981). A cell simply integrates
contributionsof all image features in its receptive fields.
It is difficultto imagine that a cell could selectivelymark
out a certain feature among many other similar ones
within its receptive field and try to match it with another
feature in the next time frame or in the other retina. Our
motion–stereomodeldoesnot suffer from thisproblemas
it is based on the spatiotemporalreceptivefieldproperties
of real cells, and like otherenergybased models(Adelson
& Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Heeger,
1987;Qian, 1994),it doesnot assumeany explicitfeature
extraction or matching and the correspondenceproblem
is solved in an implicit way through correlation-like
operations (Qian & Zhu, 1995).

In conclusion, we have derived a unified model of
motionand stereovisionusingphysiologicalmechanisms
and have provided a comprehensive and quantitative
explanationof a family of Pulfrich-likephenomena. We
also made specific predictions for further experimental
tests of the model. We are currently exploring applica-
tions of the model to other phenomena of motion–stereo
interaction. Our work demonstrates how computational
modeling can help bridge the gap between physiology
and perception. It also suggests that it may be more
fruitful to construct computational theories of vision
based on neurophysiology than to treat theories as
abstract concepts independent of physiological imple-
mentations (Marr, 1982).
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we derive the complex cell response expressions
under various conditions discussed in the text.

Derivation of equation (7) (motion–stereointegration)

Since a complex cell is constructed from a pair of simple cells, we
first derive simple cell responses. For a binocular simple cell with left
and right spatiotemporal receptive fields f&y,t) and f&y,t), its
response to a stimulus with left and right retinal images I<x,y,t) and
Z,(x,y,t) is given by (Freeman & Ohzawa, 1990;Ohzawa et al., 1990;
Qian, 1994):

+m

r,(t) =///dxdydt’~(x, y, t’ – t)zi(x,y, t’) + f,(x,y, t’ – t)I,(x,y, t’)]
—m

(Al)

Although formally the integration is carried over the entire
spatiotemporal space, the actual domain is limited by the extent of
the receptive fields. Note that the convolutionoperation is applied to
the temporal dimensionbut not to the two spatial dimensionsbecause
we only need to considerneuronsat a given spatial location.Applythe
Fourierpower theorem and use tilde to denote the Fourier transformof
a function and we have:

+W

r,(t) =JJJdwxdwYdw,~l(wx,q, ut)~~(% WY,w)
(A2)

—m

where coX,COY,and cotare the Fourier frequencies along the x, y and t
dimensions, respectively, and * denotes complex conjugate. We have
used the fact that the Fourier transforms of f{x,y, t’–t) andf{x,y, t’) are
related by:

F(jj(x,y, t’ – t))= e-iuf’%(tl(x,y,t’)) (A3)

in equation (A2).
Freeman and coworkers (DeAngelis et al., 1991, 1995) proposed,

based on their quantitativephysiologicalstudies, that the left and right
receptive fields of a binocular simple cell have correspondingretinal
locations but different phase parameters for the excitatory/inhibitory
modulationswithin the receptive fields,as representedby equations(1)
and (2). It is easy to showthat, in the Fourierdomain,equations(1) and
(2) differ by eisig”@ZJ~4for well-tunedreceptive fields,where A+ is the
phase parameter difference defined in equation (4), and the sign
function is equal to 1 when its argument is positive, and –1
otherwise.* We can therefore assume that in general the Fourier
transforms of the left and right receptive fields are related by~

J,(w,q,,0,) = ff(c+,q, wt)ei’i=(tiJ)A4. (A4)

We first derive equation(7). The left and right images of a stimulus
patch with constant disparity andvelocity(v., VJ canbewrittenas$

11(X,y, t) = 1(X– Vxt,y– Vyt), (A5)

I,(x, y, t) = I(X– Vxt+ D,y – VYt). (A6)

Using the definitionof Fourier transform, it is easy to show that

m.! %,w)= d%v. + ~YvY+ WP(%~,) (A7)

L(W,WY,L4)=~dw)~yjw)eitixD (A8)

where 60 is the Dirac delta function.Substitutingequations(A4), (A7)

and (A8) into equation (Al) and using the delta function to carry out
the integrationover o+,we have:

where

w; = —wxvx—Wyvy

J

(A9)

(A1O)

1983).is the motion constraint (Watson & Ahumada,
Since1(x,y) and f~x,y,t) are real functions, their Fourier transforms

satisfy the followingproperties:

7(–W., –Wy) = 7*(%w,) (All)

and

jj–w., –Wy,– ‘* )4) = fi (Wx, Wy, w (A12)

Change the integration variables COXand O.IYto –c% and –@Yin
equation (A9) and apply the above identities, we have

m

r~= J (j~x&+~*(wx,(,oy)~”(cdx,WY) w) [1+ e-i’iw(u’)Ao+iw’D]ei4r
—cc

(A13)

Since the integrands of equations (A9) and (A13) are conjugate to
each other, we add the two equations to obtain:

—m

(A14)

whereRe denotes the real part of a complexquantity.The terms in the
integrandare in generalcomplex,andeach of them can be written as an
amplitude multipliedby a complex phase term:

I(wX, Wy) = Ii(wx, wY)leio’(ti’’”’Y) (A15)

~(Ux)UYjwt) = lfdLLJxjUy) Wt)le’ef(wx’”y””)(A16)

1(1 + ei(@n)(%)A&~=D) = z C05%4:.)4$ – &
2 )1

ei@”) (A17)

Equation (A14) can then be written as:

cc

Ir, = 2 dw.dwYl~(u~,Wy)l~~(W., Wy, w1) I

—cc

1(Cossign(wX)A@ WID)
2 –2 )1

Cos(er + of + o – W;t) (A18)

We did not explicitlywrite out the O.Idependenceof the @inthe above
equationfor clarity. Mostprimaryvisual cortical cells are well tunedto
spatial frequencies.Assume that the cell in equation (A18) is tuned to
the frequencies (w~,w:) and that its tuningis significantlysharper than
that of the other terms in the equation, we can then approximate

*Note that under the alternative assumption of an overall horizontal
positionalshift (Ax)betweenthe left and right receptive fields (Zhu
& Qian, 1996;Wagner& Frost, 1993;DeAngeliset al., 1995),the
two Fourier transforms will differ by eiu.Am.The consequence of

this assumptionwill be consideredbelow.
?More generally, one can assume a spatiotemporal phase instead of

associatingthe phase with the x dimension.The sign functionwill
then depend on all three frequency variables. The essentially
identicaf results can be derived.

~Thedisparities and velocities of real world stimuli are, of course, not
constant. However, this is a good approximation within the
spatiotemporalwindowsof visual cortical cells.
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;(w.,wY,wI)by twodelta functions, one peaked at (u~>@ and the
other at (–~~, – c@, and simplify equation (A18) into:

where (A19)

at = –OJ:vx—wy Y. (A20)

Here we havelet sign(w~) = 1since,withoutloss of generality,we can
assume @ >0. We also used the fact that all three 0s satisfy the
relation O(–w~j– ~~) = —~(@,u;). Equation(A19) is the expression
for the simple cell response.

We now compute complex cell responses using the quadraturepair
construction.It is easy to showthat the responseof the simple cell that
forms a quadraturepair with the simple cell in equation(A19) is given
by:

sin(O1+ Of +6’ – wjt)px~ywx)ww
o

(Ml)

This is because the 19fiof the two simplecells differ by n/2 while all the
other parameters are the same. The response of a complex cell
constructed from this quadraturepair is then given by:

r. = (rS)*+ (@2 (A22)

(A23)

This completes the derivation of equation (7).

Derivation of equation (9) (Pulfiich’s pendulum)
To derive equation (9), f, (x, y, t) should now be replaced by f, (A

ZJ+A$ in equation (AQ. Or equjvalently~ its. FouriertransfoIrn
f(wx, Wy, w) shouldbe replaced byfr(~x, L+, @t)elwtA’. Also, dlswlv

Din equation(A6) shouldbe set to zero. Here we assumethat the cells
0 . For the cellsare well tuned to spatiotemporalfrequencies (w:, w;, q )

to have goodresponsesD~shouldbe equal to@. All the other steps of
derivation are the same as above.

Derivation of equation (12) (the generalizedPulfrich effects)
To derive equation (12), f, (x, y, t) should be replaced by f, (x, y,

t +At) in equation (Al) and equations (A5) and (A6) should be
replaced by

Z1(X, Y, t) = zr(~, Y, t) = Z(X, Y, ‘), (A24)

because here we only assume a general spatiotemporalpattern, which

may or may not containany coherentmotionLWhenwe get to the stage

func’ionspeakedat (w:~:w:landrw:-~$ -~:)~ltheother

of equation (A19), w need to pproxi ate f[(~~,WY,w) by two delta

steps of derivation are the same as those for deriving equation (7).

Derivation of equations (15) and (16) (receptive jields with both
positional shift andphase difference)

Wlhenthere is both a horizontal positional shift Ax and a phase
parameter differenceAd between the left and right receptive fieldsof a
simpllecell, equation (25) should be replaced by

All the other steps for derivingequations(15) and (16) are the same as
those for deriving equations (7) and (9) above.

Derivation of equation (17) (the Prdfrich effects explained by a
temporalstretching)

Whenthe right receptive fieldf, (x, y, t) is temporallystretched by a
factor of k with respect to the t = O point, its mathematical description
becolmesf, (x, y, b). Equation(25) should therefore be modifiedas:

(A26)

Usingthe proceduressimilar to that for derivingequation(A14)above,
we found that the simple cell’s responseto a stimuluswith motionand
dispamityis given by:

l?e{~(w.,wy)fi(wx,w,,uj)[l + ~j(wx,wy,~)

1
~(wX~wY!d/k) ei(sign(wx)A&w,D) e-i@

}: ,.

(A27)

Let

fi(w-i,wY,w;) ~ ~(Wx,Wy,W~)leia(W’’w;’4)
(A28)

and define

lj(wx, Wy,4/k)
(A29)r(wx, wy,w;, k) = ~ j(wx, wy,q) ‘

and

Aa(w,, WY>W;, k) - a(@, WY, W;) – ~(% Wy, Wt‘/k), (MO)
we have:

r,=] { - ‘)
dwxdwyRe ~(wl, wY)f[(% Wy, Wf

–02

[
] }. (A31)

~ 1 + rei(sign(u,)A@–~~D–A~)e-ti,t

Applying the similar procedures that led us from equation (A14) to
equation (A23), we obtain equation (17).




